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Abstract
Depth is essential information for autonomous robotics applications that need
environmental depth values. The depth could be acquired by finding the matching
pixels between stereo image pairs. Depth information is an inference from a matching
cost volume that is composed of the distances between the possible pixel points on
the pre-aligned horizontal axis of stereo images. Most approaches use matching costs
to identify matches between stereo images and obtain depth information. Recently,
researchers have been using convolutional neural network-based solutions to handle
this matching problem. In this paper, a novel method has been proposed for the
refinement of matching costs by using recurrent neural networks. Our motivation is to
enhance the depth values obtained from matching costs. For this purpose, to attain an
enhanced disparity map by utilizing the sequential information of matching costs in
the horizontal space, recurrent neural networks are used. Exploiting this sequential
information, we aimed to determine the position of the correct matching point by
using recurrent neural networks, as in the case of speech processing problems. We
used existing stereo algorithms to obtain the initial matching costs and then improved
the results by utilizing recurrent neural networks. The results are evaluated on the KITTI
2012 and KITTI 2015 datasets. The results show that the matching cost three-pixel error
is decreased by an average of 14.5% in both datasets.
Keywords: Computer vision, Multi-layer neural networks, Recurrent neural networks,
Stereo image processing

1 Introduction
In recent years, studies in the field of stereo image matching have been one of the major
focuses of attention in the field of computer vision. It is widely applied in medical image
processing, robotics, three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction, object recognition, object
detection, and especially autonomous vehicles. Stereo matching algorithms intent to find
the corresponding pixels between rectified image pairs which are taken from different
viewpoints of the same scene. The difference between these corresponding pixel locations
in the horizontal axis is named as disparity.
Generally, conventional stereo matching methods use the four-step taxonomy proposed
by Scharstein and Szeliski [1]. These steps are the computation of matching costs, aggregation of these costs, disparity optimization, and post-processing of the disparities. The
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matching costs stand for the similarity scores of pixels compared to the corresponding
pixels along within the disparity space. This taxonomy is based on the observation made
from previous stereo matching applications, and it can be used to develop new algorithms by changing or improving existing methods. These steps are used extensively by
researchers for the enhancement of stereo algorithms [2–6]. However, issues related to
occlusions, slanted planes, regions without texture, repetitive regions, discontinuities, and
illumination differences remain challenging in the latest methods.
Recently, a various number of deep learning-based approaches have been applied to
different computer vision problems like object detection [7], image and object segmentation [8], classification [9], optical flow [10], image retrieval [11], 3D layout [12], image
denoising [13], and stereo matching [14–16]. Matching cost CNN (MC-CNN) [16] was
the first work in the literature that used convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to calculate matching costs. In [16], rather than using hand-crafted features for matching costs,
a Siamese CNN is used to determine the similarity between image patches. For each
pixel, image patches of possible match locations are compared to find the correct match.
Instead of comparing each patch, in content CNN [17], the image patches are compared
with the whole search space to calculate the matching cost. There are several studies
based on patch matching strategy using the CNNs for cost computation [18–21]. These
methods require additional post-processing steps to derive the disparity map, since the
obtaining of the matching cost is a single part of stereo matching. They have been using
CNNs to calculate the matching costs; however, they still needed to utilize a traditional
cost aggregation semi-global matching method [22] followed by the refinement processes.
Therefore, end-to-end network structures are also proposed in the literature for estimating the disparities directly from the stereo image inputs. The first end-to-end structure
is DispNet [23] which is inspired by FlowNet [10]. The DispNet architecture uses the
encoder-decoder structure, and it was trained coarse-to-fine.
The aim of this work is to improve the quality of disparity maps using the matching
costs. Since stereo image pairs are located in the same horizontal plane and matching
costs are calculated by one-pixel shift for each possible disparity value, the matching costs
would encapsulate sequential information of the neighbor pixels. We try to utilize this
sequential information to improve the performance of previous studies that are using the
matching costs. For this purpose, we propose the cost refinement recurrent neural network (CR-RNN) structure. With this network, it was aimed to increase the accuracy of the
matching costs by using the sequential structure of the costs. To obtain an initial matching cost volume, existing methods could be utilized. The matching cost volume is used as
an input to the recurrent neural network (RNN) structure for each pixel along with the
disparity search space. The output of the RNN is fed into a fully connected (FC) layer.
Then, the FC layer produces the disparity value for selected pixels. We have shown that
the proposed architecture had enhanced the disparity results of different stereo methods.
To show the the performance results, we have tested the CR-RNN on the KITTI 2012 and
KITTI 2015 datasets. According to the test results, it has been shown that performance is
improved compared to the SAD [1], CBCA [24], and MC-CNN [16] methods.
The contributions of the proposed method can be listed as follows:
1

A new approach that improves the error rate of depth value by using sequential
information has been proposed in this work. The proposed structure utilizes the
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information of the continuous disparity values in the search space to refine the
matching costs.
The proposed network structure can be used with both traditional and deep
learning-based stereo matching methods if the output is a matching cost volume.
The proposed method can also be used inside the end-to-end networks to enable
refinement of the matching costs.
We show that the proposed method could refine the outputs of the existing
methods and achieve an approximately 15% decrease of three-pixel errors on the
KITTI 2012 and KITTI 2015 datasets.

The following sections of this paper has been organized as follows: the related works
are reviewed in Section 2. The proposed CR-RNN structure is presented in Section 3.
Experimental results and the performance are analyzed in Section 4. The conclusion of
the proposed method is stated in Section 5.

2 Related works
In recent years, many studies have been carried out for the solution of the stereo matching
problem. These studies are generally presented under two main headings: conventional
methods and deep learning-based methods. Generally, conventional stereo matching
methods use the four-step taxonomy. In the first step, the matching costs of all pixels
are calculated for all possible disparity by the sum of absolute difference (SAD), the sum
of square difference (SSD), normalized cross-correlation (NCC), census transform, etc.
Local methods [1, 2, 25] sum the matching costs neighboring pixels in different ways and
then use the winner-take-all (WTA) strategy to select disparity with a minimum matching cost. Global algorithms [26, 27] aim to obtain the disparity map by trying to optimize
2D (two dimensional) energy function that includes data and smoothing terms. The bestknown optimization algorithms are belief propagation [26] and graph cut [27]. Global
methods provide more accurate disparity maps with high computational costs compared
to local methods that provide lower accuracy depth maps with lower computational costs.
The semi-global matching [28] approaches minimize the 2D energy function by multiple
one-dimensional (1D) or linear energy function.
In this section, recent learning-based methods including patch-based matching cost
learning, end-to-end disparity learning, and learning confidence and disparity map
refinement had been reviewed.
2.1 Patch-based matching cost learning

These methods utilize CNNs to compute the matching costs by using the image patches.
Žbontar and LeCun proposed MC-CNN [16] in which two CNN-based Siamese networks
are introduced named as fast (MC-CNN-Fast) and accurate (MC-CNN-Acrt) networks.
Siamese networks consist of two inputs that are reference image patch and comparing
image patch. These inputs are applied to a shared weighted CNN layer to extract features. In the output layer, similarity measure could be calculated by using these features.
To train the siamese structure, one positive and one negative training sample is used for
each pixel location. The positive sample is the true matching patch from corresponding
stereo image, while the negative sample is extracted from a mismatch location. They have
minimized hinge loss to train the fast architecture and binary cross-entropy loss to train
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the accurate architecture. In MC-CNN, for a pixel taken in the reference image, matching costs are obtained using the Siamese network for all possible probable pixels that it
can match along the search plane. The matching costs are obtained by calculating the
similarities for all possible disparities space and pixel locations.
Chen et al. [19] used two Siamese structures with different scaled inputs. One of these
Siamese nets receives a full size image patch, while the other Siamese net receive a half
sized (down-sampled) image patch. The feature vectors are obtained at the end of these
Siamese networks and combined with a 1×1×2 convolution process to form a final similarity score. In the training process, a deep regression model is applied and they minimize
the Euclidean loss calculated from the similarity score.
Luo et al. [17] expanded the MC-CNN by using all possible disparities from right image
rather than simply comparing the two patches. They use Siamese network for feature
extraction similar to MC-CNN. The similarity score is calculated by applying the inner
product by shifting the obtained features for each disparity value. This approach sped up
the MC-CNN because it calculates in one go rather than calculating the similarity score
one by one for all possible disparities, and enhanced the performance results. During
training, they minimize the cross-entropy loss.
Brandao et al. [18], proposed a work similar to the one proposed by Luo et al. [17].
The main focus of this work is to investigate the representation learned by the Siamese
networks and enhance the matching performance. To enable this, they propose to use
pooling and de-convolution layers before the correlation process, so that the features
extracted from the Siamese network would contain more visual information which will
enable to better localize the matching pixel location. Thus, the performance of the
network is increased while the run time is reduced.
Zhongjian et al. [29] proposed asymmetric convolutions to improve the quality of the
extracted features on horizontally warped image regions. They replaced the residual convolution block in MC-CNN with the asymmetric convolutions. Asymmetric convolution
consists 1 × n sized convolutions instead of the n × n convolution approach, and while
improving the feature quality, it reduces the computational complexity. They showed that
the performance is increased with the help of this change in the residual blocks.
2.2 End-to-end disparity learning

End-to-end disparity learning-based methods use left and right images as inputs and disparity map as output. The first example of end-to-end disparity learning is given by Mayer
et al. [23]. The network architecture includes an encoder-decoder architecture that is
inspired by [10] architecture. They introduced three synthetic stereo video datasets which
could be used to train large networks.
The cascade residual learning (CRL) [30] proposed a two-stage network. The first stage
which consists of DispFulNet that extended from DispNet [23] is used to create the initial
disparity map. The second stage is DispResNet that generates a final disparity map by
using multiple information estimated from the initial disparity map, stereo images, error
image, and warped left image. The warped image is a synthesized left image obtain from
an initial disparity map and right image. They used the summation of the outputs of two
stages to generate the final disparity map. It is reported that the learning performance of
the method is more refined with the residual learning.
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GC-Net [31] incorporates contextual information from the cost volume by using 3D
convolutions. Also, a differentiable version of the argmin called soft-argmin is applied to
obtain sub-pixel accuracy disparity map. The 3D convolutions enable to have better the
accuracy while increasing the complexity of the network.
The pyramid stereo matching network (PSM-Net) [14] consists of two parts. The first
part of the network is the spatial pyramid pooling in which a different scale pooling process is applied to cost volumes to gain global context information. In the second part of
the network, 3D CNN learns to regulate cost volume using multiple stacked hourglass
networks.
Liang et al. [32] proposed a network architecture that is combining the stereo matching
steps proposed by Scharstein and Szeliski [1]. The network is composed of three stages:
multiscale shared features, initial disparity and correctness of correspondence, and final
disparity stage.
In SegStereo [15], the network has two outputs that are disparity and segmentation map.
The segmentation information is used as an active guide for disparity estimation through
loss term that includes segmentation and disparity term.
Nguyen and Jeon [33] used both spatial pyramid pooling and dilated convolutional
layer in the feature extraction process. Then, the disparity map is generated by the
stacked encoder-decoder network by using matching costs that are computing the cosine
similarity between feature maps for each disparity level.
2.3 Learning confidence and disparity map refinement

This category focuses on the post-processing of disparity maps, such as mismatch detection and disparity map refinement. Poggi and Matteuccia [34] obtained the confidence
values through a patch from the disparity map. In their proposed network, there are fully
connected networks after sequential convolution processes to create confidence values of
the disparities. Poggi and Matteuccia [35], unlike their previously mentioned work, the
whole network is constructed by using CNN’s. This network is used only to detect false
disparity values without any further correction step.
Cheng et al. [36] collected the outputs from three different network setups. Two of
these outputs which are called matching cost and confidence values are obtained from
DispNet [23], and the third output is generated by a different network Grad-Net. These
three different outputs are combined with an optimization method to create a disparity
map. The results of the optimization help to correct the disparity values on object corners.
In [37], disparity maps are calculated by using the sequential information from stereo
video frames. The proposed model does not need a ground truth depth maps as supervision during training. LSTM networks are used to predict the disparity of the next
frame.
Besides, confidence RNN (C-RNN) [38] estimated the confidences from the matching cost volumes by using long short-term memory (LSTM). The proposed network is
simpler and has a smaller number of trainable parameters compared to the CNN-based
confidence measure method.
As reviewed, there are numerous works in the literature on obtaining depth information from stereo images. Apart from the other studies, the proposed method in this study
has a structure that can be used as a refinement layer for both traditional and deep
learning-based works. There are several methods that build confidence maps to help the
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refinement step [36], yet the proposed method outputs the refined result directly. In order
to achieve this, the RNN-based structure uses the sequential information of matching
cost volume.

3 Method—cost refinement recurrent neural network
The stereo image pairs have a pre-aligned horizontal axis. The pixels corresponding to
each pixel in the left image are searched in the right image along this axis. The disparity value is defined as the difference between the matched pixel locations. The disparity
values obtained in the works in the literature are generally not reliable due to the challenging conditions mentioned earlier. In this study, a network structure has been proposed to
make it possible to correct the wrong disparity values that occur in the studies. In order to
achieve this, it is planned to use sequential information between pixels in a way that has
not been used before in the literature. The proposed network structure uses the knowledge that neighbor pixels along the horizontal axis share the information of trending pixel
values. To exploit this information between pixel values, we have utilized the recurrent
neural networks (RNNs).
In this work, the recurrent network structure is preferred due to the processing ability
of the sequential information of consecutive pixels. The RNN uses a hidden layers as the
memory to store and utilize the dependency between the input and output data at each
time step. The consecutive pixel values are considered as time steps of the RNN. In this
way, the sequential information carried by successive pixels is processed.
The novelty in our work is the use of sequential information on the horizontal axis of
the stereo images by utilizing RNN to enhance the matching costs. As shown in Fig. 1, the
proposed structure is composed of three layers.
1

In the first layer, matching costs are derived from two rectified images. These
images are used as inputs of the stereo method shown in Fig. 1. This method could
be selected from the existing stereo methods that provide matching cost volumes
as output. In this work, three different methods have been used for the stereo
method. The output size of the stereo method should be w × h × d. Where w, h,

Fig. 1 The architecture of the proposed CR-RNN
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and d are the width and height of the input images and the maximum disparity
value, respectively.
The second layer utilizes the RNN network, which has an input comprising a cost
vector that includes all disparity values for a given pixel. The inputs of the RNN
network (one hidden state), which has an input (X ) comprising a cost vector that
includes all disparity values for a given pixel. The size of the disparities are
dependent on the maximum disparity of the stereo images. The inputs of the RNN
network comprised resizing the matching costs according to the time step size of
the RNN. The input size of the RNN has to be adjusted to match the Eq. (1) when
the time step size changed.

max_disp = time_step_size × number_of_inputs

3
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(1)

By changing the time step size, we determine the input size of the RNN. Costs from
stereo method (X ) have been resized to [X1 ... Xt−1 , Xt ] for the different time steps
[1 ... t − 1, t ]. Each input is given to RNNs with a return sequence structure, and Yi
output is obtained for each Xi input. The return sequential structure provides the
interaction of the between the input costs that have sequence structure. The
outputs obtained for each time step [Y1 ... Yt−1 , Yt ] are combined and transformed
into a single vector.
In the third layer, the output of the RNN network is applied to a fully connected
layer to obtain similarity scores for all possible disparity values. The neuron size of
the fully connected layer is equal to the maximum disparity value. Then, the output
of the network is given to the Softmax function. In the last step, the smallest value
is selected as the corresponding pixel’s disparity value (winner-take-all).
Consequently, the resulting architecture of the proposed network is rather simple
and shallow in terms of applicability.

4 Results and discussion
4.1 Stereo methods

In this section, details have been given of the existing stereo methods utilized in the proposed structure. In order to obtain the matching cost volume, three different existing
popular stereo algorithms that are sum of absolute differences (SAD) [1], cross-based cost
aggregation (CBCA) [24], and MC-CNN-Fast [16] are used.
SAD is a simple method for computing the matching cost within a specified area such
as a rectangular or square region. When computing the matching cost for a specified area,
the given Eq. 2 is used.

|I L (q) − I R (q − d)|
(2)
CSAD (p, d) =
qNp

In Eq. 2, I L and I R represent the left and right stereo image pairs, respectively, and d is
the disparity value.
Cross-based cost aggregation is an adaptive window selection method that allows each
pixel to determine an area to collect only from the pixels within the boundaries of the
same object. While determining this adaptive window, a local area is created around each
location consisting of pixels with similar image density values. This window is created in
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two steps. In the first step, it defines the local support zone by creating an upright cross for
each pixel. In the second step, borders are determined by looking at the neighborhoods
between horizontal pixels for each pixel in this upright cross that created for each pixel.
Proposed structures in MC-CNN [16] are used in this work for both training and testing phases of the proposed structure. We utilized the fast architecture for the stereo
method stage of the proposed method to both train and test the CR-RNN network.
We selected the fast method for training due to the lower parameter size compared to
accurate structure. The accurate architecture is utilized only for the testing of CR-RNN.
4.2 Performance measures

In this work, results are analyzed with both quantitative and qualitative comparisons.
For quantitative comparisons, three different metrics were used as the percentage of bad
matching pixels (B) [1], endpoint error (EPE) [39], and global difference (GD) [40]. The
pixel error rates for different threshold values such as 5, 4, 3, and 2 of B values given in
the tables throughout the article. B and EPE are global error measures used to evaluate
the entire disparity map. EPE measures errors in the depth information in terms of pixel
distances. B, however, rates the number of errors and the total number of pixels. As a
result, EPE highlights the weight of major local errors within the total error. EPE is defined
in [39] as given in Eq. 3.
EEPE =

1  i
|yp − yig |,
N

(3)

i∈

where yg is the ground truth disparity value, yp is the predicted disparity value, and N
is the number of pixels in  that represents pixels with a disparity value.
The GD measure is used to examine errors that occur at different depths. This criterion is especially important for autonomous systems. Autonomous systems using depth
information require the high accuracy of close objects for anti-collision systems, while the
distant objects are important for route determination.
The global difference is a distance-aware metric and is designed to measure the error
between the ground truth depth value and the disparity estimation. The distance awareness is computed using the depth information obtained using disparity, focal length, and
baseline of stereo cameras. The depth map is divided into K points along the depth axis,
and the measuring range Rk for each sampled depth point k is defined as [ k − r, k + r].
Also, unlike EPE and the percentage of bad matching pixels, the distance awareness curve
is drawn using the absolute relative difference (ARD) to distinguish the deviation of
disparity in all possible depth values. The ARD is defined as in Eq. 4.
ARDk =

1  |yp − yg |
NRk
yg

(4)

yg ∈Rk

where yg is the ground truth disparity value, yp is the predicted disparity value, and NRk
is the number of pixels in Rk . The global difference (GD) metric was obtained by summing
the ARD values at each sample k points as in Eq. 5.
GD =

1 
ARDk
K
k∈K

(5)
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In B and EPE test metrics, the accuracy calculation is made on the 2-dimensional
(2D) plane of disparity maps while in the GD metric, the accuracy calculation is made
considering the changes in the depth value in the 3D plane.
We have used different r values for GD value calculations and ARD curves. The value
of r was set to 4 and 0.5 for GD calculations and ARD curves, respectively. The value of r
was set lower for smoother visualization on ARD curves.
4.3 Dataset and training details

We have trained and evaluated our network models using both KITTI 2012 [41] and
KITTI 2015 [42] datasets. These datasets composed rectified outdoor images that can be
used on autonomous driving applications captured using stereo cameras. The datasets
KITTI 2012 and KITTI 2015 contain 194 and 200 rectified images for training and 195
and 200 rectified images for testing, respectively. Each image in these datasets has a
ground truth depth image collected with a laser scanner.
The proposed model was trained by using a weighted cross-entropy loss, and we initialize the parameters of our network using a Xavier normal initializer. Nadam is selected
as the optimization algorithm. The values of learning rate, β1 and β2 parameters of the
Nadam algorithm are set to 0.001, 0.9, and 0.999, respectively. The batch size is 128 for
each iteration. The network is trained for 15 epochs on an NVIDIA GTX 2080TI and
implemented using TensorFlow framework. The weighted cross-entropy loss function is
defined in [17, 21] as given Eq. 6.

e yi
P(yi , yg ) · log  yj ,
(6)
loss(y, yg ) =
je
y
i

where yg refers to ground truth disparities, and P(yi , yg ) refers to smooth target distribution, centered around the ground truth yg . The P(yi , yg ) is defined as in Eq. 7.
⎧
λ1 , if |yi − yg | ≤ 1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ λ , if 1 < |y − y | ≤ 2
2
i
g
P(yi , yg ) =
(7)
⎪
,
if
2
<
|y
−
y
λ
3
i
g| ≤ 3
⎪
⎪
⎩
0, otherwise.
The values of the parameters λ1 , λ2 , and λ3 are set to 0.5, 0.2, and 0.05, respectively.
Before starting the training phase, the KITTI 2012 and KITTI 2015 datasets were examined to explore the distribution of depth values. The results show that the vast majority
of depth values are between 0 and 100 as shown in Fig. 2.
Because of this distribution, the network learns to produce depth information only
in the range of 0 − 100. As a result, the trained network only generates depth values for 0 − 100 range. In order to deal with this situation, during the training of the
proposed network, we have utilized data augmentation only for the training data. Data
augmentation has proven to be a very important technique that enables better learning in deep networks when the data has unbalanced distribution. The data used during
the training has been expanded by randomly shifting the input data in the range of
max_disparity/2 − max_disparity. It is avoided to use of different augmentation techniques in order not to alter the disparity values incorrectly. The disparity distribution on
the KITTI 2015 test set at the end of the training with and without the augmentation process is given in Fig. 3 which is filtered with a moving average filter with a width of 5, for
better visualization.
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Fig. 2 Disparity histograms of KITTI 2012 and KITTI 2015 training datasets

Fig. 3 Disparity distribution of the training with augmentation and training without augmentation, on the
KITTI 2015 test set
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Table 1 Three pixel test error rates for different split ratios of KITTI 2012 dataset
B (%) > 3px
Train-Valid.-Test (%)

MC-CNN-Fast

Ours

70-20-10

19.45

18.79

80-10-10

17.90

16.77

In this study, the resulting proposed network is tested on the online test dataset given
on the website of the KITTI 2012 and KITTI 2015 datasets. In order to determine the best
parameters and enable faster training and validation processes in the development of the
proposed network, the training dataset is split as training, validation, and testing.
Two different split ratios were used to examine the learning capabilities of the proposed
structure. The MC-CNN-based stereo method is used to determine the results. Three
pixels error ratios are given in Tables 1 and 2 for both split sets.
Tables 1 and 2 show that both of the networks are trained better with the increasing
size of the training set. This shows that to get better results, the training dataset must be
larger.
For the rest of the paper, we used the 80, 10, and 10% splitting ratios for training, validation, and testing, respectively. Also, if it is not stated that the online test dataset available
on the website is used, the test results are obtained by using the test dataset that we divide.
4.4 Parameter optimization

The RNN structure proposed in this work has two main parameters that can be adjusted.
The first parameter is the hidden layers of the RNN. This parameter directly changes
the RNN structure and affects the parameter size of the model. The second parameter is
the time step size of the RNN. This parameter depends on the maximum disparity value
which is 192 for both datasets. To select the best parameter values for the model, we
applied the leave-one-out approach. Firstly, the proposed architecture has been trained
and tested with changing sizes of hidden layers while keeping the time step size constant.
After finding the appropriate hidden layers, the optimum value of the time step size was
determined by using this hidden layers. Also, the MC-CNN-based stereo method is used
in this section to determine the parameters of the structure.
The results are given in Table 3 that are obtained as a result of changing the hidden
layers by keeping time step size constant at the value of 2.
According to Table 3, the error rate B is decreasing with the increasing number of hidden layers. Therefore, the number of the hidden layers is taken as 256. After fixing the size
of hidden layers to 256, training and test procedures were carried out to determine the
time step size. The results for different time step size values with the related error metrics
are given in Tables 4 and 5 for the KITTI 2012 and KITTI 2015 test datasets, respectively.

Table 2 Three pixel test error rates for different split ratios of KITTI 2015 dataset
B (%) > 3px
Train-Valid.-Test (%)

MC-CNN-Fast

Ours

70-20-10

15.54

14.70

80-10-10

13.77

12.15

(2021) 2021:11
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Table 3 Network performance values for the changing the hidden layers using a fixed time step
number
Hidden Layers
Number of

32

64

128

256

512

16,608

35,072

78,144

188,864

508,608

11.97

11.35

11.28

11.23

11.30

Paramaters
Error rate
B (%) > 3px

As can be seen from the Table 4, the number of time steps must be kept low to create
a network with lower complexity on the KITTI 2012 dataset. Otherwise, the complexity of the network will increase linearly. Table 5 shows similar results as Table 4 when
bad matching pixel errors are considered. In addition, according to the bad matching
pixel ratios to achieve better performance, the number of time step value should be
selected high. Consequently, the optimum value with respect to network complexity and
performance needs to be determined depending on the problem.
In the following sections, quantitative and qualitative comparisons are examined. For
the quantitative comparisons, the optimal network structures were used in terms of both
performance (CR-RNNP ) and parameter size (CR-RNNC ). In qualitative comparisons,
the optimum network structure was used on the basis of performance in order to enable
better visualization.
4.5 Quantitative comparisons

In order to show the refinement performance of the proposed network (CR-RNN), three
different methods as SAD, CBCA, and MC-CNN-Fast are used as stereo method. In addition, the effectiveness of the refinement has been measured using the MC-CNN-Acrt
method which has more performance and a more complex structure.
The quantitative comparisons are carried out for both the parameter settings that give
the best performance and minimum parameter size. Table 6 is given for the comparison
of parameter sizes of the network structured solutions. SAD- and CBCA-based stereo
methods are not included in this table as they are not network-based solutions.
According to Table 6, when the total number of parameters is compared, both of the
proposed CR-RNN architectures use more parameters than the MC-CNN-Fast structure
and fewer parameters than the MC-CNN-Acrt structure.
In Tables 7 and 8, the training and validation results are given for different stereo methods used in the proposed structure. The results includes different pixel error rates, EPE,
and GD (%) values for comparison.
Table 4 The performance of the proposed network with different time step size values on KITTI 2012
test dataset
Time steps

Input sizes

Param. counts

B (%) > 5px

B (%) > 4px

B (%) > 3px

B (%) > 2px

1

192

164,288

13.53

14.36

15.65

18.66

2

96

188,864

13.29

14.19

15.52

18.47

3

64

229,824

13.33

14.13

15.41

18.52

4

48

274,880

13.21

14.11

15.37

18.19

8

24

465,344

12.95

13.86

15.14

18.01

12

16

659,904

12.89

13.78

15.13

18.26
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Table 5 The performance of the proposed network with different time step size values on KITTI 2015
test dataset
Time steps

Input sizes

Param. counts

B (%) > 5px

B (%) > 4px

B (%) > 3px

B (%) > 2px

1

192

164,288

9.24

9.95

11.24

14.17

2

96

188,864

9.10

9.88

11.23

13.83

3

64

229,824

9.31

10.04

11.24

13.85

4

48

274,880

9.16

9.90

11.15

13.93

8

24

465,344

9.04

9.80

11.13

13.92

12

16

659,904

9.02

9.76

10.95

13.37

Table 6 Comparison of parameter sizes of Network based methods
Architectures

Total number of paramater

MC-CNN-Fast

111,424

MC-CNN-Acrt

870,449

CR-RNNC

164,288

CR-RNNP

659,904

MC-CNN-Fast + CR-RNNC

275,712

MC-CNN-Fast + CR-RNNP

771,328

Table 7 The comparison of the CR-RNN architectures with respect to original methods in terms of
total parameters and different error rates on KITTI 2012 test set
Architectures

B (%)

EPE

GD(%)

> 5px

> 4px

> 3px

> 2px

MC-CNN-Fast

16.03

16.80

17.91

20.14

7.4006

35.12

MC-CNN-Acrt

13.18

13.81

14.76

16.86

6.5936

35.13

MC-CNN-Fast + CR-RNNC

13.53

14.36

15.65

18.66

4.8488

26.84

MC-CNN-Fast + CR-RNNP

12.89

13.78

15.13

18.26

4.4290

30.10

SAD

31.90

33.44

35.34

37.59

13.1638

74.15

SAD + CR-RNNP

30.51

31.73

33.40

35.63

12.9390

72.47

CBCA

29.94

31.42

33.24

35.46

12.3728

68.13

CBCA + CR-RNNP

25.42

26.75

28.57

31.10

10.4674

50.10

Table 8 The comparison of the CR-RNN architectures with respect to original methods in terms of
total parameters and different error rates on KITTI 2015 test set
Architectures

B (%)

EPE

GD(%)

> 5px

> 4px

> 3px

MC-CNN-Fast

11.79

12.51

13.74

> 2px
16.34

5.8471

35.46

MC-CNN-Acrt

9.65

10.21

11.21

13.67

5.1775

35.69

MC-CNN-Fast + CR-RNNC

9.24

9.95

11.24

14.17

3.1388

27.60

MC-CNN-Fast + CR-RNNP

9.02

9.76

10.95

13.37

4.6316

22.23

SAD

27.81

29.92

32.73

37.10

9.8349

62.01

SAD + CR-RNNP

26.72

28.42

30.77

34.71

9.6686

60.74

CBCA

25.88

27.91

30.64

35.05

9.0861

56.12

CBCA + CR-RNNP

21.24

23.03

25.74

30.53

7.3726

45.43
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The proposed CR-RNN architectures decreased the bad matching pixel ratios in
all metrics given in tables with respect to the corresponding original methods. Furthermore, the CR-RNNC performs closer to the MC-CNN-Acrt, while the CR-RNNP
performs much better than the MC-CNN-Acrt. When the EPE and GD values considered, CR-RNNC and CR-RNNP show much superior performance compared to both of
the MC-CNN networks. These comparisons show that the proposed network structure
gives better results in both the disparity maps in the 2D plane and the depth maps in the
3D plane. Also, the SAD + CR-RNNP and CBCA + CR-RNNP performs better than the
original methods.
The results for the original KITTI 2012 and KITTI 2015 online test datasets are given
in Table 9.
As seen in the Table 9, it is observed that the performance in both datasets has been
increased significantly. According to the results, our proposed method made an improvement of approximately 15% on average. In addition, there are significant improvements
in the KITTI 2012 dataset for all bad pixel rates. Similarly, better performance has been
achieved for the background and overall regions of the KITTI 2015 dataset. However,
for the MC-CNN result, in the foreground region, it is seen that MC-CNN-Fast results
are improved and performance values close to MC-CNN-Acrt are obtained. When given
the matching costs obtained from CBCA to our network, it is seen that the results are
improved in all cases.
4.6 Qualitative comparisons

For qualitative comparison, both ARD curves on test datasets and disparity maps on
online test datasets are used. The comparison of ARD curves on KITTI 2012 and KITTI
2015 test datasets is given in Fig. 4a, b.
As shown in the figure, the proposed network structure gives quite low error rates in
the 3D plane compared to the other models on both test datasets. With the increase
in depth values, MC-CNN architectures perform similarly while the proposed method
outperforms these networks.
The other qualitative comparisons are given in Fig. 5. On the left side of the figures, left
input images are given from both datasets. In Fig. 5, the changing colors in error maps
are scaled linearly between black and white. The black color means low error rates and
the white color means high error rates. In Fig. 6 the changing colors in error maps show
increasing error rates of disparities from dark blue to light blue, and light red to dark red.
MC-CNN, CBCA, and the refined results using CR-RNN on the online test benchmark
in both dataset are given in the Figs. 5a, b, and 6a, b, respectively. The first row of Fig. 5

Table 9 The comparison of the CR-RNN architectures with respect to original methods in terms of
and error rates (%) on KITTI 2012 and KITTI 2015 online test set
KITTI 2012

KITTI 2015

Architectures

> 5px

> 4px

> 3px

> 2px

D1-bg

D1-fg

MC-CNN-Fast

15.77

16.52

17.58

19.72

15.38

28.84

17.62

MC-CNN-Acrt

14.17

14.77

15.65

17.62

13.29

28.29

15.79

MC-CNN-Fast + CR-RNNP

13.33

13.83

14.54

15.99

12.98

28.36

15.54

CBCA

31.00

32.52

34.51

37.95

30.81

35.51

31.59

CBCA + CR-RNNP

26.58

27.97

29.98

33.92

26.56

30.71

27.25

D1-all
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Fig. 4 The distance-aware ARD curves on KITTI 2012 and KITTI 2015 test datasets

shows the left input image and disparity map result from left to right. The second row
visualizes the error maps for the above-given disparity maps with respect to the ground
truth disparity map. In the third row, the zoomed regions of the error maps are visualized
in the same order.
The disparity maps in these figures show that the proposed method improved the
smooth transition between horizontal disparity values compared to both MC-CNN
model and CBCA models. The disparity maps generated by the proposed method have
less noisy regions compared to the other models. Also, it can be clearly seen from the
error images that the proposed method performs better on the road surfaces and object
boundaries. This result is expected due to the use of the sequential information of RNNs.
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Fig. 5 Disparity and error map results for MC-CNN, CBCA, and CR-RNN on the online KITTI 2012 dataset

When the error maps are considered, it is clear that the proposed method has visual
improvements in a wider area. Yet, the reduction in numerical errors is not high, as
the proposed network structure cannot correct errors locally in several regions on the
disparity map.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, a novel approach has been introduced for enhancing the disparity map by
improving the matching costs for stereo images. We have utilized RNN to take advantage

Fig. 6 Disparity and error map results for MC-CNN, CBCA, and CR-RNN on the online KITTI 2015 dataset
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of the information between sequential pixels. The proposed network adds a few parameters compared to the well-known method MC-CNN-Fast. In quantitative comparisons,
the proposed method increased the performance of the MC-CNN-Fast method in both
datasets. The performance of the MC-CNN-Acrt has also been increased considerably in
almost all test results. In addition, the success of the proposed network has been shown
on the matching costs obtained through conventional methods such as CBCA and SAD.
Likewise, the qualitative result makes it more visible of the enhancement of the disparity
maps. These results prove that the proposed method can be used to improve disparity values on object boundaries and at the same time low-textured areas like roads. The
proposed method has a simple and shallow structure. Hence, it can easily be adapted to
methods that give matching costs as outputs.
As future work, it can be considered implementing long short-term memory (LSTM)
and gated recurrent unit (GRU)-based modules to further improve the performance.
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